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Greetings, Brucelings,
We, the undersigned, are but simple functionaries and
operators of a far greater and more profound machinery:
the formless, ecstatic, and cutting edge of literature. We
make no claims to superiority, to special insight; we are
neither soothsayers nor oracles. But, nevertheless, we
believe that the following works of poetry and fiction
deserve your special and sustained attention.
This issue of Nude Bruce Review features eleven poems
and three works of short fiction by authors from a wide
range of walks and skips and gambols and trots and
promenades of life. Each of them has a certain stride, a
peculiar way of turning the corner, of awaiting a signal
change (some leap across manhole covers; others stamp
defiantly upon them). To each ambulant corresponds a
mysterious, singular crease of clothing, as if gravity were
an iron running roughshod across all the smooth fabrics
of the everyday. As if life were nothing but a vast fabric,
stretched taut here, hanging limp there, and in each fold
a furtive, fugitive clause.
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Issue 4 marks the debut of the latest iteration of our
beloved mascot, Nude Bruce. Illustrator and animator
extraordinaire, Kyle Armstrong, of the Jeb Kennedy art
collective, provided this particular intervention into the
strange haggio-iconography that surrounds Bruce like a
halo. We would like to thank him heartily for his efforts.
Now, friends, we encourage you to unfold the issue for
yourself, in fits and spurts, in a long marathon-read, or
at whatever rhythm suits you best. You will encounter
various forms: sestina, blank verse, lyrical prose, and
countless molecular variations on variable themes. We
thank our authors, for their invention and participation,
and we thank you, our readership, for your time and
attention.
And what Bruce hath brought together, let no one tear
asunder. Amen.
Your proud editors,
Andrew Alexander Mobbs
Timothy Snediker
Christopher Hancock
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Without Bruce, life would
be a mistake.
-Friedrich Nietzsche
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Madventures in Creation
by Nate Duke
!
!
!

Bees are in fact great nasty things, with black
thoraxes gyrating to the beat of some
unseen Dis drum worked by Hel herself.
The sound such that iron curtains between
myths are rent and Dante meets Odin in
a quite vexing drama of this new life.
The issue being that the abrupt life
of stingful little creatures in filth black
has insignificance sufficient in
which to compound the Irony with some
suicide post sting-coitus now between
air, my arm, my apex predator self.
Tri-God. Imago Dei. Tripartite self?
See why I curse the bees, they bring this life
too quick from gardens under and between
English shades, to that existential black
aperture from whence we speak these loathsome
thoughts. Call not upon Himself, He is not in.
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Structural rebels! Bees made us herein.
But rebellion is old, we told ourselves.
Escaping philosophy, here comes some
inquiry of form. Religion and life,
need we grammar for breath? Again bees black
motion the court against peace. Yet between
the matriarch’s gavel-strikes and between
honeyed chorus drums, sanctuary in
madness is found. Feel their heat-holding black.
Oh yes, we bow in the hive, bent between
Sting-Thanes. Our glory-bodies held in life,
now made small. Harken: all here is noisesome.
To be brought out in light, of you hope some.
Yea, what witness we hath borne. Rise between
pillars of doubt. It’s all about bees. Life,
that is. You’re free now. Go forth and don’t sin.
We didn’t learn too much about ourselves,
down there with the bees. We saw and heard black.
All this some bees told me in the Garden
as they flew between myselves, swift and mad.
Life attracts platitudes. Bees can be black.
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Variations: Interstice
by Jacqueline Winter Thomas

My belief in the world becomes the world
&
The world exists without my belief in it
&
Look to the moon, feel the pulse that isn’t there
&
The fact that we are not yet thinking
&
We, without thought, conceive of unthought
&
I imagine the pulse and it is just quite
&
Under a sky, no moon
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Days: Sea

by Jacqueline Winter Thomas

After Sarah Messer
For the waves rescinding these palimpsests, not to be
spoken
For all forms of life, which modify their contexts
For a shell, asleep, a spiral
For corrupted wood and silence on the piers
For that flight, held by wind, in wing, once leaving ground
For the way of being in the world to be forgotten
For break of sea and shoring wreck
For skies’ apophasis, a common space, a-light
For night which cancels out exposure, here, leeward, a
hardening
For the green of last horizons, the bright green of them
For what remains: this water, this, outside itself, water
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NAME
By J.M. Harrington

IT’S NINE O’CLOCK ON the date printed on the notice I
received, and I’m in the office of the revenue
department for an audit. The notice doesn’t say why
I’m here—I mean, why me and not someone else. This
morning, as I was leaving, my elderly Italian neighbor
gave me the malocchio, the evil eye. I can’t help but think
she’s partially responsible in some way.
I’m not a tax cheat. Okay, so I take the occasional
creative deduction. Doesn’t everybody? They’re just
little fibs—my way of getting a bit of payback to fate.
Fate will torment me again today. I’m sure of it.
At the front desk, a mildly overweight woman tells
me to take a number and to write my name and the
number on a sign-in sheet. I don’t know why I need to
do both, but something about her navy skirtsuit with the
floppy red neck bow tells me not to question it. I tear a
green ticket from the tongue of a red rotary ticket
dispenser. The ancient “Now Serving” sign hangs on
the wall. Now Serving 115. My number is 172. It’s
going to be a long day.
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The government pen is cheap and chewed. I
scrawl my name and number on the photocopied signsheet. The clipboard has seen better days. As I finish,
the skirtsuit woman, “Mrs. Brooks” if her nameplate is
to be believed, takes the clipboard from my hand.
Immediately her brow furrows.
“Sir, I can’t seem to make out your last name,” she
says, tipping the clipboard back and forth in a fruitless
attempt to make sense of the insensitive thing I’ve
written.
“You read it right,” I assure her, whispering my
surname in her ear.
She drops the clipboard.
“Sir, I’m afraid we’ll need your real last name,” she
says, her words biting and indignant. “I think you’ll find
that the revenue department has very little tolerance for
crude jokes.”
I explain that I have provided my actual name, and
I show her the notice I was sent, as proof. It’s there in
black and white. She snatches it rudely from my hand
and reads with fire in her eyes. “This must be some
kind of mistake,” she intones. “No one has that for a
last name.”
A bell sounds tiredly. Now Serving 116.
The anger that rises in my belly is familiar. The
prevailing wisdom is that I should have gotten used to it
by now, or at least changed my name. I keep my cool.
“Madam,” I begin, taking a formal tack to lend
decorum to the indecorous. “I know my last name is
unusual. I have been using it since I knew I had a name.
My mother tells me that it is foreign in origin and that it
has quite a different meaning in the mother tongue.”
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Mrs. Brooks is incredulous. I continue as I have so
many times. “I can produce my driver’s license and
several credit cards, if you don’t believe me,” I offer.
The bell sounds again. 117.
She takes the cards and shuffles through them. I
can tell that she is freshly shocked by each one. A wave
of shame floods my body, even though I have years of
practiced grace in this situation.
“Your name,” she says, “is Robert Allison—”
I cringe at my middle name, oddly. But I cut her off
in time, just before she can sound out the offensive
word. “Yes.”
Now she is resigned to belief, if not acceptance.
“There is nothing I can do about your name,” she says,
dripping with rancor, “but I will not have that word
written on my clipboard. You will scratch it out and
write something more suitable, Mister … Smith.”
I comply. The bell sounds again, twice in
succession. 118 and 119. I wander over to the waiting
area, filled what I can only assume are dolts and frauds,
peppered with the occasional wide-eyed small business
executive for good flavor. (“I’m only here for a form,”
one of them says, repeatedly, to no one in particular.)
Each of us nervously clutches a green ticket. There are
men and women in t-shirts and shorts, and from there
up to business casual for the small businessmen, and
one dandy fellow sporting diamonds on his French
cuffs, a navy Armani suit, and tasseled Bruno Magli
loafers.
Trial lawyer, I surmise to myself. Hired gun, pleading his
wealthy client’s case. The client’s in the Caymans, scampering
nude across a beach after Kandi, his third wife, while waiting to
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open up a numbered bank account for stashing his tax-dodging
millions.
The lawyer’s outfit probably cost more than the
annual salary of half the folks in this waiting-room hell.
Five dings, spaced out. Now Serving 124. Mrs.
Brooks has stepped into the back room. I stare at the
172 on my ticket. Shortly, a bald man with hornrimmed glasses steps out from behind a partition. His
shirt is short-sleeved, a button up with a button-down
collar, off-white. Brown tie with red stripes. Brown
polyester slacks. Brown shoes. The effect is
unmistakable: He’s a revenue supervisor. Either that,
or the partition is the gateway to the 1970s.
Mrs. Brooks, having reappeared, points in my
direction. The supervisor loudly bellows, “Mr.—er, Mr.
Smith?” A couple of other men give a start. Presumably
their actual names are “Smith.” But he is looking
directly at me, and their hopes fade; no early parole from
Now Serving prison. I get to my feet and walk over to
him. “Yes?”
“Sir, please follow me,” he says, turning and
ducking behind the partition. I follow him into an
ordinary office. He directs me to sit in a chair by the
door.
“Are you going to be able to help me with this
notice?” I ask, hopefully.
He sits behind the desk. “No,” he states with
finality. “You’ll need to wait in here until your number
is called.”
My curiousity piqued, I ask, “Why is that?”
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He sighs heavily. “I’m afraid we cannot have a
person with your—your—name—mingling with our
other customers.”
Customers? This is the revenue department, not a
hair salon. “I don’t understand,” I say. “What does my
name have to do with the other customers?”
He ignores me.
A couple of hours pass, marked by forty-odd dings.
He grants me permission to check the Now Serving
board. I return to the present day. Now Serving 171. I
am next. I am giddy with anticipation.
Then comes the ding. Now Serving 172, at last.
“Step through the door,” Mrs. Brooks instructs,
pointing. “Third office on the right, end of the hallway.
Enter without knocking.”
I comply. The back office is decorated with
informative posters and despair. A dim fluorescent tube
lights my path down the dark hallway. I step into the
third office on the right. A sign directs me to hand over
my notice and take a seat, and I do.
A thin woman sits across the desk from me. She is
wearing a flowered church dress and no makeup. Her
beehive hairdo is moderately tall and moderately gray.
Her only jewelry is a simple gold cross, draped across
her flat chest on a thin gold rope necklace. A thin strip
of yellowing copy paper has been taped to her antique
computer monitor. “What would Jesus do?” it asks.
She does not speak.
She keys a number from my notice.
A moment later, some information pops onto her
screen. The angle is too oblique; I cannot read it. She
examines the screen carefully for several minutes.
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“Very well, Mr.—” she begins, and stops. She cannot
find the notice. She thumbs through papers on her
desk, then finally locates it. “Mr.—”
At that moment the whole of her bodily functions
seemed to stop. No talking. No breathing. No
blinking. No heartbeat, even. She cannot bring herself
to say my name. Her face is turning red and struggling
to form an expression, though just what expression is
unclear. She does not know what to make of the
situation. We sit, locked in silence.
She begins again. “Sir—”
Again she is overcome with embarrassment. A
moment passes, or an hour. I make eye contact, and in
that instant, in that one look, I communicate to her a
lifetime of frustration and ridicule and disgrace and
discomfort. She sighs and knows what to do.
“It appears there has been some kind of mistake,” she
says. “Yes, it’s a mistake, that’s what it is.”
I sit up in my chair. She keys a few strokes. A dotmatrix printer whirrs to life. She stands, rips a sheet
from the printer, and hands it to me. It is a notice like
the one that brought me here, with my name and case
number at the top.
“Further to our previous notice,” it reads, “the case
noted above has been closed without action.”
She turns her back to me. “That will be all.”
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for her torch &
by Michael cooper

crown chained daiseys! receipts stapple to her copper
hands--chanson of half burned birds--torch
and crown--each a small orchestra that dances
softly for the bull. All to pay the scant
layer of dill chips on her sandwich, hand
in the folds
of the couch, where she buries her
smiles. Each bill folds her
in half. not exempt
from holidays, the dishwater runs like
her son stealing bread. The Long's
cold section unfolding slow white
anenomies
reaching for you--a man sells a choclate bar to Lady
Liberty, dancing for taxes on the still.
wet. street.
Alejandro returns with his newspaper-rapier and belle bottom pantoloons with the star's
polyester mouth patched over
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skinned knee: yes, my wanton reciprocal we've
made long
division imposible; You, terrible eye
of voracious gorgeousness looking
back at me! What responses? Glass of
my water, my thistle in the down, my
Moses in your movement, mi
adorato tormento. No Cell
Phones aloud: Mahler blaring over the overhead speakers in aisle 9: this retribution against
the quiver
ing hollow chocolate rabbits:easter
bound-Punet square! Babbit filling in his cells with square
notes, the sound of horns
as they enter your body, turn
over the leaf to find yourself
worse off; the Sleeve:
the Scarf: wrap tight
around the waiste in the blood And:
snow, in the rose strewn ring
a gloved figure
smiles, fingerless, smoking.
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Turnpike
by M. Drew Williams

My uncle once plucked up an entire lake’s worth
of water using only his thumb and pinky.
Some fish were left flopping at his feet.
That night the sky was occupied by
microscopic pearls and blinking aircrafts.
Down on the ground, everyone who came
off the turnpike looking for the lake
found only the likeness of a muddy parking lot.
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Letter Home
(to my brother, Chris)
By Edward Dougherty

—1—
Born at different times,
different reflections
from the same mirror,
we’re strange twins.
By the time I was born
Marines were in Danang
and you were catching
Kevin’s fastball for the Gems.
Loyalty and hard work
made you one of Dad’s favorites—
even in high school, you’d move
from classes to b-ball practice
to mowing the lawn or painting
the garage. Now those houses
are gone, sold.
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—2—
1978. Jimmy Carter,
President. Your graduation,
our road trip
from Philly to Pensacola
to San Antonio.
Your first assignment,
Camp Pendleton;
my first journal:
beginning our own work.
—3—
Basketball helped you into the Academy,
then disappointed you. It did it to me
even before high school. Sports
is a language
in our family I don’t speak.
—4—
I sent you “Toughness of Oak”
knowing Dad didn’t want to hear
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about how I live his
and his brothers’ cancer, but
did you know no one remembers
the second verse of “When Kiskey gets Frisky”?
How many times did we hear
Uncle Phil sing that? Chris,
the stories scatter and withdraw.
—5—
We’re the English majors, easily tanned,
curly-haired. You’re a Marine.
I’m a Conscientious Objector.
I filled my journal with Dad’s cancer,
waiting for you
to call with the news.
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Table_1
by Thomas Boettcher

I SO SELDOM THINK of myself as bones. It isn’t unusual,
in cramped spaces like this café, for me to lose the sense
of self, to lose one’s dimensions—every nerve end dull
as a butter knife. With a back like mine, designed to
carry great loads nowhere, and under the unfertile
thoughts pressed between the likes of regulars like
Einmann and Dasha you too would succumb to—an
absence of awareness.
“…all I am saying is that it takes courage to be a
Sherpa, Einmann.” Dasha’s nasal voice glinted over
their third set of dessert dishes.
Einmann starred at the ribcage of the petite fowl still
trussed on its bone china serving plate, a fork speared
into the stretched skin of its side, between its ribs.
Einmann smelled of the descent of Jesus.
The Waitrex has already come by me and gone with
the check, I felt Einmann fumble with its billfold
looking for the right card that would pay their bill in full.
I smell the sweat bead behind its ear. Dasha had leaned
in then, elbows digging into my back, hungry with
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concern. Laden as they are, the effort pf even such
small movements costs them lingering discomfort
radiating out under sweaty seams.
I marvel at their clothes, the way the fabric stretches
over their skin, giving a little more each time to the
angular strain of the limb that fills it, somehow, more
full.
I have belonged to too many tribes, watched too
many tribes melt like teeth. I feel myself flexing
subconsciously under their unbussed dishes. I have to
focus to keep myself still.
Now, the Waitrex returns to me, snapping to
attention behind a startled Einmann. Unconcerned, and
having seen this many times before, Dasha lightly
unplugs an open line from its wrist. Dasha taps lightly
on the surface of my ebony glass, opening my jackline
plug, letting our connectors fuse, and drops into
Dvorak’s From the New World effortlessly. I feel behind
its eyes many symphonies that it could never have
possibly written begin to rise. I shiver as I dispense.
This is content from an illegal domain, laced with
stimulant for Dasha’s wetware. I am bound by code to
protect this sleeper, and lured by pheromone to
approximate concern for them.
Manager begins its leisurely walk to me, aware of
its silk suit, the tugging of each disciplined step rippling
through its lithe line. I watch, fascinated by each electric
movement that tightens its grip on Einmann’s eyes.
Einmann tucks another cube of the precut beef into its
mouth, grinding on its only good back teeth with
agitation and more than a little pain. I dispense
wetnapkins and display an Oxicodone? icon on my top.
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“After weeks of wandering, subsisting on nothing
but the bark of trees, I came to realize that all blood in
the world belongs to only one being.” I murmur,
surprising myself and the dinner guests.
Its thigh lightly touching my top, Manager grins the
most cordial grin it can wring from its death-like mask,
handing over the check tray to Einmann, minus
Einmann’s card. Manager tugs its silken sleeve back
over its wristwatch. Manager looks at Einmann and
begins to slowly shake its head. Somewhere far afield I
feel you kneel to inspect the severed head of the bull
before its internment in your family crypt. Manager
looks to the Waitrex, nods and lowers its head a second
time. I feel the surfacing thoughts of Dasha and double
its dosage as it curls into a fetal position in that slovenly
lummox, Chair.
Einmann doesn’t know enough to protest. The
Waitrex scoops him to his feet and escorts him outside.
Dasha is already fading into delirium thanks to my
muso-intoxicants. I electronically sign Dasha’s writ of
plausible acquittal on the basis of non-relationship: a
common contract taken on by courtesans in informal
meetings these days.
“So this is the new arrangement.” I sigh, forgetting
myself again.
Two loud reports are heard outside, followed by the
whirring of a disposal unit. The Waitrex walks back
through the servant entrance, wiping the arterial
lubricant off of its manipulators. I maneuver Chair
through Its old DOS shell into getting Dasha upright
and distribute it at another Table. My service, complete,
I update our arrangement and post it immediately to the
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server. Manager begins to emit the formal grieving
process, blotting precipitation away from its forehead
with its brand new tie.
I feel your hands on the bull’s furry nape as you
place it on the altar. I feel you face the offering and run
through the protocols as you exit. You lock the door of
the crypt to return in three days.
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The Trouble with Reading Poetry
In Your Hometown
by Jennifer Clark

She is there, in the second row, as you enter the third
to last stanza, the mother of the boy you kissed in 10th
grade at some party. He pressed hard, like a piranha.
When you pulled away, bits of your flesh clung to his
metal smile. You can’t remember his name because it
was his older brother you had the crush on. That was
before his father was dead, his mother stepped out of
the closet and you swam away to be schooled by more
fish.
The audience applauds.
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Halves on a Monday
by Valentina Cano

I split myself in two
and hang one half off my closet.
I stash it next to a worried dress
that smells of warmed-up coffee
and plastic spoons melting at the edges.
I balance out
the other half to keep from tipping over
and try not to look
like a cracked plate through the day
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The Difference Between
Dreaming and Sleeping
by Nathan Bollig

She waited at the café with orange awnings just as the
letter asked. Ragged canvas fluttered above the table set
for two. There was unease in her eyes; her day old skirt
showed small wrinkles. But she wasn’t entirely unkempt.
She was on time, early in fact, as the face of her gold-lined
watch read nearly noon. It was summer, she had a lover,
and when it was quiet, real quiet, she saw lilacs and
champagne and could smell a ballroom full of laughter.
Smoothing at the skirt, she jostled the table just enough.
An insistent wobble rocked it back-and-forth, dissipating
a soy-milk-flower into the murk of coffee underneath. But
she hadn’t noticed, and took up a small spoon to twist
about aimlessly inside the warm mug.
It wasn’t until 12:14 that she checked her watch again.
And after another quarter hour of anxiously rotating the
ruby beads around her wrist, she flagged down the server
for another coffee.
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It was longer still before Al would show up, though he did
come and sit with her. And another half-hour until they
would both leave for some hotel in a neighborhood neither
she nor he was familiar with before. Now they both knew
the café, and a decent Thai place two blocks west, and
also a fair lot to park in, walking distance to both.
They did not see the sun trick the hills into thinking it
would leave with its light for good. Their room faced east.
It wasn’t romantic at all; the bed squeaked, he squeaked,
she did not. And everything that she saw and heard in her
mind was not real. There would be no white dress.
No one to call: home.
Lifting her rumpled skirt up around her waist, she left
as he snored.
!
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Those Kept Warm in Winter
by Shaun McMichael

THEY DECIDED TO GO out in snowmageddon.
An unstable air mass had met a low pressure front,
arranging a Siberian-sized blizzard to hit New York City
the day after Christmas. The wind snarled down sheets
of white flakes that stung like dust on an open cheek. In
a few hours, the storm turned the Park into a tundra, the
Guggenheim into an ice cap, and Times Square into an
arrangement of neon Jack in the Boxes coruscating
bizarrely on a lone island of survivalists.
Yet they decided to go out. They went out into it
because they could. They’d gotten engaged the night
before at a cocktail lounge in Midtown and they felt like
they could do anything.
They were afraid. But they were afraid because for
them, it was fun to be afraid. The dalliance of feeling
shivered in them like a kind of infatuation.
Nothing was going to keep Todd from witnessing the
destruction first hand and nothing, not even the winds
plastering the skyscrapers, could stop Jen from going to
make him happy.
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Jen had spent most of the day at their flat, in bed,
kicking out her long, glorious legs as if trying to walk on
the ceiling as she squealed on the phone to her
girlfriends about how it had happened.
“I had no idea. I was totally surprised. Well, a little
suspicious when he told me earlier that he had
something important to tell me. And he was biting his
fingernails all night. But still, I almost fainted… Right.
Wouldn’t that have been bad? Todd having to carrying
me back. Can you picture it?”
Todd was short.
She had to admit—and did frequently—that she’d
never thought about marrying a shorter guy. A much
shorter guy. When she was in heels, he was eye level
with her earlobe. But Todd’s gregariousness, poise and
confidence, allowed him to swag off any heckles about
whether or not she was his sister. He had dark hair, a
goatee and enormous eyes.
People said he looked like Dr. Nick from the
Simpsons. And he would capitalize on this, saying “HI
EFFRAY BODY” upon arriving at parties.
He made everything fun. Even his flaws. Even a
blizzard. He laughed at the cabs blundering through the
streets. Their wheels shrieking in attempts to circle-saw
through the thick, ice-cake layering. He described it that
way.
“I love the smell of burning clutch at supper time,” he
said.
“They don’t even have chains on,” she added.
“Yeah, so much for the sophisticated New Yorkers.
Animals. What are they thinking going out in this?”
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Intersections—the widest openings in the city’s
fortified skyline—became snow depositories. Cars
would rev up and bear hard down the avenues only to
have their velocity caught and reduced to stillness in the
square blockades of frozen sludge. All makes and
models were at equal hazard. Jen and Todd watched an
Escalade Super Cab smash into the snow square and
stall with a muted crunch.
“They’re not getting anywhere.”
“We’re doing better than them.”
And they were—relatively. They plunged their tall
designer boots into the two feet of frozen waste
between them and the next sidewalk, soaking their socks
through instantly. Neither believed in hats or big coats.
Todd wore a blazer because he thought the NYC fulllength puffer coats looked like sleeping bags with leg
openings. Jen hated the way hats flattened her hair’s
natural curls and so her hair alone acted as cover
between her crescent moon of a face and the sheer
wind. But despite these deficiencies, they were young,
engaged and capable of plodding along at a moderate
rate to the Pig and Whistle Pub.
Their bartender at the Midtown cocktail lounge had
recommended it to them. In his Irish brogue, he called it
the Pag and Whastle. He suggested they go there the next
night.
“I’ll tell ‘em yer comen,” the bartender said.
“Does he work there or something?” Jen wondered.
“Maybe he can get us a discount.”
But they could only speculate while the bartender,
along with a row of beautiful people at the bar,
congratulated them with a row of raised cocktail glasses.
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The two kissed and laughed as if each raised glass, like
the people holding them, were no more than shiny
baubles in a New Years display arranged just for them.
But if that had been true, then it could just as easily
mean that the storm too had been orchestrated for their
benefit. A thought neither could accept. Formidable
drifts were massing right before them. Wind etched the
rising banks with serpentine peaks and a glacial
smoothness. These shapes began to suggest to Jen that
this place had been abandoned for many years.
The subway stairs had become crevasses that exhaled
apocalyptically.
Todd kept things light by commenting gleefully on an
I-heart-NYC bag frozen over the seat of a buried
bicycle. He said they should build an entire ad campaign
around the image.
They crossed Lexington by mounting an iceberg
shaped mound.
“What’s under here? Newspaper stands?” she asked.
“People.”
“Stop,” she laughed. Said it like sta-ha-hop. In a way
that showed her big, perfect teeth.
After they’d crossed the intersection, they saw a line
of people standing beneath a bus stop. Their faces were
smudgy and red; hairs grew out of the moles on their
noses. They wore thick clothes the color of exhaust and
the look of refuse. They carried their things in plastic
bags. Everything about them suggested that they were
either burn victims or trolls—the Bavarian, bridgedwelling type.
A black, Ford van pulled up, the back doors opened
and the people filed in.
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“Sketch,” Jen said.
But as the couple walked closer, they saw the city’s
seal on the doors.
The van took off. They watched it try to make a left,
but it had failed to gain enough moment to plow
through. The tires screamed and the great body of the
vehicle shook helplessly from side to side.
“Todd?” she pulled on the lapel of his coat.
He pointed.
The van doors opened and two people stepped out.
One of them was a man with two black eyes peering out
from the crag of his face—as porous and dead-looking
as a stone. The other wore a filthy green-neon jumpsuit.
They started driving the heels of their ruinous tennis
shoes into the snow ensconced around the tires and
when they’re cleared that, they dragged their feet and
legs in lines through the crossing’s embankment.
The van reared up and jostled through. Once on the
straight shot of the street, the van slowed briefly for the
two plowers to re-board and then it cruised away.
“Where are they taking them, you think?” Jen asked.
“Somewhere warm,” Todd replied.
Their vision became blinded by sleet. They mushed
through the Park & 5th Avenue intersection, passing
abandoned SUV cabs. They saw drivers walking away
from the ruin, disappearing like resigned ghosts into an
afterlife that for all they knew lay three feet ahead.
“This is getting scary,” she said.
“We should have gotten in the bum van.”
“You’re going to have to carry me if we’re going to
go any farther.”
“K. Let’s do it.”
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“Todd, I was kidding.”
“You think I can’t do it, huh?”
“Todd.” She said it Tahhhod.
“Come on. Jump on. I’ll be your bum van. Get on
crazy lady.”
“Ohhh…kay.” She realized the space she left between
the O and the K might have hurt Todd’s pride a little, so
she didn’t hesitate further. She jumped up on him and
looped her legs through his stocky arms. She was
surprised when his body caught her and stood, steadily
with her full load on him.
“BYE BYE EFFRA BODY!” he shouted and started
ahead.
Her torso towered over him, making him into a stage
hand below the laughing marionette of her body. Her
legs stuck out like poles, catching once on a street lamp.
Again on a stop sign. She wished she were shorter for
him, the way she often did.
But he piggy-backed her faithfully the rest of the way
to the bar.
“All that for this?” he asked immediately upon
entering.
It was the most prosaic of bars—the same heavy,
dark furniture, dart board, billiards, and rock and beer
festival posters that they would have found back home.
The only thing Irish about it was a four leafed clovers
hanging on the door to the men’s restroom.
Nevertheless, it was warm. He ordered them two
thirteen dollar hot totties without starting a tab. They
shed what layers they had and sat by the entrance facing
the windows to watch the snow. She put her hands
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under his bum to warm them and leaned in and smelled
his smell on the new cashmere sweater he was wearing.
They sipped their drinks. The snow hissed against the
windows of the bar.
“I never want to go out there again,” she said.
“We’ll have to stay here until it clears.”
“That could be days.”
“Years.”
She laughed.
The waiter returned. He was a big, ruddy faced kid
with a towel over his shoulder and a stern expression
that he’d no doubt fashioned to face off the disaster and
the desperate people it might bring him. He dropped off
the card, saying “Denied.”
“What?” Todd said.
“Sorry pal.”
“Could you try it again?”
“Tried it three times.”
“I don’t have cash,” Todd said, looking at her.
“Shit,” she said.
“Well, I’ll be around when you come up with
something.”
“Oh good, I was worried about that,” Todd replied.
“Todd,” she hissed his name.
“Hey,” the waiter furrowed his brows, looking
honestly hurt. “Don’t be like that.”
“I think I have a card in my purse. Lemme look,” she
said.
The waiter walked off.
“You left your purse at the flat.”
“I was stalling.”
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“I’m calling the credit card company,” Todd said,
fumbling for his phone. “There’s got to be some kind
of….”
“What?”
“My phone. It’s dead.”
“You didn’t charge it?”
“You were up on it all night talking!”
“Oh. Wow,” she said.
“It’s ok. We probably wouldn’t get signal anyway.”
“Well, let’s think.”
“Maybe I can run back to the flat. Get your card.”
“That would take an hour. Maybe more. I don’t want
to be left alone in this. What if you didn’t come back?”
Outside, other figures were walking passed, yet there
foot prints could not be seen. The snow filled the prints
the moment after they were set down.
“Fuck this is bad,” he said. “I’m sorry. It’s been too
much lately I guess. I haven’t been keeping good track.”
“I’m not mad at you.”
“You’re mad. I can tell. You can’t ever hide
anything.”
“You’re right. Now I am mad.”
He fell silent.
He had such a talent for description—his love for
her, the money he’d make, their future together. But she
suddenly wondered what was real. Was he a kind of
cartoon? Something that entertained, then vanished
when the show was over.
She pulled her hands out from under him.
“Ouch, honey. The ring.”
“Sorry,” she mumbled as she thought. He bought
cashmere sweaters at Macy’s. For himself. Not to
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mention the knee-high, Argentinean leather boots he’d
gotten her. Or the ring.
“We’re living over our means,” she said. She felt bad
immediately after saying it. The boots covered her feet,
the ring circled her finger. Its center jewel looked like a
city seen from the passenger seat of a plane—only
compacted into one bright rock resting just below her
knuckle like a crown.
“You come to these conclusions over the littlest
things,” he said.
“I’ve just never seen a card get declined. It’s like a
sitcom or something. A bad sitcom. In the nineties.”
“Maybe you can pay the tab with the ring I got you.”
She was quiet with the shock of hearing her own
critical thoughts manifested and confirmed in his words.
They hadn’t fought much yet as a couple and she wasn’t
used to the feeling of their emotions conflicting—how it
felt like a storm inside her.
“We have a wedding to pay for now,” she said.
“Your mom said she’d get it.”
“And what if she wasn’t getting it?”
“She is though.”
The end of everything seemed fairly plausible at that
point.
A large, red, metallic Christmas ball blew by. It rolled
slowly and steadily down Lexington. They’d seen balls
like that resting in a pyramid in one of the fountains at
Rockefeller Center. They saw the snow-haggard
cityscape reflected in the unstable center of the ball—
even themselves in their window seats—all cast in a
wildly, somersaulting orb of rubicund.
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They could hear shouting outside. The house lights
flickered.
In the silence that followed, she felt a dimming of
energy inside her. A drowsy helplessness she always felt
after conflict. She remembered when her parents would
catch her talking on the phone in her room and order
her to go to bed. She’d disappear into sleep and hide
there. She closed her eyes and tried to push herself into
the velvety blindfold of darkness.
“Okay, it’s time to go,” came the waiter’s voice. “I
saw you sleepin’.”
Jen’s eyes snapped open and she heard herself
whimper, but she felt Todd’s finger at her lips. He
motioned to the booth behind them.
There hunched a toad of a woman wrapped in a
network of jackets, sweatshirts and scarves. All they
could see where her lips.
In a raspy voice, the woman said she wasn’t sleeping.
“Yes, you were.”
Silence.
The waiter again, “Now I got to ask you to leave.”
“I ain’t leaving. Let me finish my drink.”
“I’ll throw your stuff out right now.”
“Hey, fuck you, fucko.”
They heard the sound of paper crunching and then a
shout, “Don’t touch my shit.”
“Get out.”
They saw a bundle of shuffling cloth moving past
their booth to the door. The woman’s red lips hung
open crookedly like a wound. They stared at her the way
one stares at a dues ex machina in a bad play— with a
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kind of bizarre gratitude for ending what you no longer
wish to sit through.
“Mick,” she sputtered.
The waiter stood there, forearms folded calmly over
his waistline.
Her eyes widened under some concoction of rage and
fear, “What, you cabbage-faced bog wop? Want to
fight?”
He took a step forward.
She scuttled out. The waiter turned, facing them now
and they saw the calmness on his red face, possibly a
shade of relief that he hadn’t had to touch her.
They saw the woman linger by the window for a
moment, burst forward suddenly as if to charge back in;
then turned abruptly around and thrust herself head first
into the wind as the nameless pilgrim of ruin she was.
“Poor thing,” Jen said.
Todd shrugged.
“Imagine being the waiter. She’ll die out there
tonight,” she said. “Imagine having that on your
conscious.”
“She had the van,” Todd replied.
“Maybe she didn’t know about the van.”
“She knew.”
“Why would she refuse it, if she knew about it?”
“Because not all people want help, Jen.”
“Yeah, but how do you know?”
“Want to go ask her?” he asked. “God you’re being a
pill.”
She turned away from him.
“Look, you get what you deserve.”
“So what do we deserve, then?” she asked.
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The question made him give an exasperated puff of
air he tried to pass off as a laugh. “We should make a
dash for it,” he said finally. “He’s probably taking a long
smoke after all that.”
“This is all just a game for you, isn’t it?”
“And it’s not for you?”
“Not when people are dying.”
“Or when cards run out of cash.”
“That’s not what I said.”
“You didn’t care before.”
“I didn’t know before.”
“K. Well. We can sit here and wait for him to throw
us out. Or we can duck out. Now.”
“I’m not going anywhere.”
“Are you serious?”
“Dining and dashing is totally fucked up,” she said. “I
was a waitress.”
“So was I.”
“You were a waitress?”
“A waiter. And a bartender. And let me tell you if I
had served drinks that weak and asked for twenty dollars
for them, I’d think poorly of the customers that didn’t
dine and dash.”
“Alright,” she said and began sliding her arms
through the heaviness of her wet, hound’s-tooth trench
coat.
The structure of the building groaned as a high
pressured current whipped by and the room went black
for a moment.
They heard the sound of two glasses impacting on the
wood.
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The lights came back on and the waiter stood above
them. Hot whisky perked in their noses.
“Here’s two more on the house. Manager says don’t
worry about it,” the waiter said.
“What?” Todd asked.
The waiter shrugged, “He likes you, I guess.”
They heard the vespers of the wind abrading against
what surfaces remained above ground and both had the
realization that somewhere above, a confluence of
molecules worked and surged, creating the world they
saw before them.
They drank. Voices about them encouraged them to
stay as long as they needed and they let sleep lead them
into its folds, knowing that they would wake up in a
warm place together, whether they wanted to or not.
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The Search
by Daniel Brinker

Lifted on the spines of the hills, into the open expanse,
Lead by little rocks and the grass swaying at the edge,
He left the curse in the distant settlements,
A legend now living in the peoples below,
The young man, twenty, found when he became a man,
That the sun is not Eternal,
That we were Spirits, greater than gods,
That our blood, when spilled, reflects the light of the
darkest stars
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Et in transit summae
by Adam Flemming

Westward wind blows through the supple currents,
winding their way through the marsh, through the
familiar forest
eager, forming a rip tide.
Through many a waterfall they have come, far from
early petulance arrived,
moving forward, forward, ever forward,
confidence churns below.
Over ancient boulders they did flow,
through storms and shallow,
and in the sun.
And in the snow.
Frozen in time they but waited to thaw,
their juices froth and abound,
beating beneath the ice until May
picked them up and let them go.
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Again onward, again above ground they did go,
faster and faster, between every facet and fracture,
beneath the twilight, continuing on.
Intimate sounds of wilderness echo over each break and
bend,
assurance floats upon the surface,
welcomed as kin.
But deep, deep beneath their alluvial home,
ground becomes soil,
and thirsty tables suck them below.
The speed from which they began,
will not be reversed,
cannot be slowed from the delta ahead.
Despite or in spite the sum of their span,
the Ocean begets the end,
of their them.
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There is nothing
outside of the text.
-Nude Bruce
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